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Support Women in Film with This Perfect Movie Guidebook! “A wonderful guide to some of the best films made by women, both celebrating
women directors and fueling the red-hot discussion about why we don’t have more.” ?Maria Giese, filmmaker and activist #1 Bestseller in
Movies & Video Guides & Reviews With the success of Patty Jenkins’s Wonder Woman, Ava Duvernay’s 13th, and with the rise of the
MeToo movement, women creators in film are more important than ever. A woman’s influence on film. You may have heard the term “male
gaze,” coined in the 1970s which is about how art and entertainment has been influenced by the male’s perspective. So, what about the
opposite? Women have been making movies since the very beginning of cinema. What new ideas, thoughts and aspects can we learn from
women in film? What does the world look like through the “female gaze”? All movies made by women. The Female Gaze goes through a
historical layout of essential, thought-provoking, and life-altering movies made by women. Past and present films are featured in this book
making this guidebook perfect for the movie lover in your life. Jump right into the benefits and perspectives of the female mind. Inspiring
biographies of women who make movies. Discover brilliantly talented and accomplished women filmmakers, both world renowned and
obscure, who have shaped the film industry in ways rarely fully acknowledged. The Female Gaze also contains multiple mini-essays written
by a variety of diverse female film critics. In this book you’ll read about: • The advancements and the accomplishments of numerous women
in film • The lives of these women and the struggles they faced in the film industry • How unique women’s voices shaped the films and the
film industry If you loved books like Backwards and in Heels, Hope for Film, or Just the Funny Parts, then you’ll love The Female Gaze.
A hilariously funny and informative memoir to guide breast cancer patients, their families and friends through the rocky terrain.Dr. Aronoff is
the perfect Sherpa. Impossibly deep armpits, wigs named Brenda, nipples shaped like bullets and when to play the C-card. These are some
of the things they never tell you about breast cancer. In this uplifting and poignant tale, Dr. Tali Lando Aronoff shares an honest account of
her journey through the various stages of advanced breast cancer and beyond. As a pediatric ENT surgeon and mother of two toddlers and
an infant just out of the Neonatal ICU, she was blind-sided by her cancer diagnosis. This well-crafted and appealing book uses small-bite
storytelling to explore heavy topics such as body image and complex relationships with friends and family. Dr. Aronoffs voice is unique and
relatable combining the knowledge-base of a physician and the personal insight of a patient. This is the book for the recently diagnosed,
those in the thick of it or those who are finished with the battle, their family and friends and everyone else in between, including the doctors
who care for them. Candid and honest her perspective as a doctor shines through heart-warming filled with truth I laughed out loud. Patients
will surely benefit Subuhee Hussein, MD, Oncologist Loved it. Totally relatable and informative. F*@ck Cancer! Sara C., Breast Cancer
Survivor Health care providers can learn a lot from reading this It is so important to understand the full impact of this illness on the patients we
care for. Dr. Lando Aronoff is a surgeon and outstanding writer. Carolyn Wasserheit, MD, Oncologist
From appreciating wine to understanding modern art, placing a bet to playing poker, wearing a hat to finding the mains, HOW TO WALK IN
HIGH HEELS helps you navigate life's challenges with style. Funny and informative, filled with great quotes and fascinating facts, this will
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transform your approach to everything from getting dressed to hanging wallpaper. Turn your exasperated aaaaarrrrghs into confident ahhhhs!
When fashion reporter Lacey Smithsonian moved to Washington, D.C., from rugged, small town Sagebrush, Colorado, she thought she’d
never look back. But when her former boyfriend, cattle rancher Cole Tucker, is arrested for the murders of three women, Lacey digs her
cowboy boots out of her closet and hops on the next plane. She is certain of Tucker’s innocence, until he abducts her during a daring
courthouse escape. Is Tucker capable of murder, too? Or is there a larger conspiracy in the small town? Lacey needs to rustle up all the help
she can get for this case before her old flame is snuffed out for good...

Named a best beach/summer read by O, The Oprah Magazine, Cosmopolitan, Parade, PopSugar, Marie Claire, Bustle, and more!
From the author of the Love at First Like and Playing with Matches, an electrifying rom-com set in the high stakes world of
competitive gymnastics, full of Hannah Orenstein’s signature “charm, whimsy, and giddy romantic tension” (BuzzFeed). The past
seven years have been hard on Avery Abrams: After training her entire life to make the Olympic gymnastics team, a disastrous
performance ended her athletic career for good. Her best friend and teammate, Jasmine, went on to become an Olympic
champion, then committed the ultimate betrayal by marrying their emotionally abusive coach, Dimitri. Now, reeling from a breakup
with her football star boyfriend, Avery returns to her Massachusetts hometown, where new coach Ryan asks her to help him train a
promising young gymnast with Olympic aspirations. Despite her misgivings and worries about the memories it will evoke, Avery
agrees. Back in the gym, she’s surprised to find sparks flying with Ryan. But when a shocking scandal in the gymnastics world
breaks, it has shattering effects not only for the sport but also for Avery and her old friend Jasmine. Perfect for fans of Emily Giffin
and Jasmine Guillory, Head Over Heels proves that no one “writes about modern relationships with more humor or insight than
Hannah Orenstein” (Dana Schwartz, author of Choose Your Own Disaster).
When Emma Walker wakes up to what can only be described as the crappiest day of her life, she has no idea that the series of
unfortunate events that unfolded that day were going to pave the way to her new destiny. Emma's recently engaged best friend,
Brynn, calls for Emma to ditch her life in Chicago, and to come immediately out to the Big Apple to perform her maid of honor
duties. What Emma doesn't expect is to find the man of her dreams in Brynn's social circle. Not only is he taken, but he lives in a
very different world than Emma is used to. Will Emma be able to fit into this new life, or will she return back to where she started?
In this witty romantic novel by Katherine May, you will follow Emma on a life-changing adventure to New York City. Will Emma
snag the man of her dreams, or just a really cute pair of red high heels?
“An action packed fantasy sure to please fans of Morgan Rice’s previous novels, along with fans of works such as The
Inheritance Cycle by Christopher Paolini…. Fans of Young Adult Fiction will devour this latest work by Rice and beg for more.”
--The Wanderer, A Literary Journal (regarding Rise of the Dragons) The #1 Bestselling series! A bundle of the first two books in
Morgan Rice’s #1 Bestselling fantasy series KINGS AND SORCERERS (RISE OF THE DRAGONS and RISE OF THE
VALIANT). Here are two bestselling novels, all in one convenient file, which offer a great introduction to the KINGS AND
SORCERERS series. Over 150,000 words of reading, all for an incredible price—it also makes the perfect gift! KINGS AND
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SORCERERS tells the epic coming of age story of Kyra, 15, who dreams of becoming a famed warrior, like her father, though she
is the only girl in a fort of boys. She struggles to understand her special skills and mysterious inner power, and comes to realize
she is different than the others. But a secret is being kept from her about her birth and the prophecy surrounding her, leaving her
only to wonder. When Kyra comes of age and her father tries to wed her off, she refuses and journeys out on her own, into a
dangerous wood, where she encounters a wounded dragon—and ignites a series of events that will change the kingdom forever.
With its strong atmosphere and complex characters, KINGS AND SORCERERS is a sweeping saga of knights and warriors, of
kings and lords, of honor and valor, of magic, destiny, monsters and dragons. It is a story of love and broken hearts, of deception,
ambition and betrayal. It is fantasy at its finest, inviting us into a world that will live with us forever, one that will appeal to all ages
and genders. “If you thought that there was no reason left for living after the end of the Sorcerer’s Ring series, you were wrong.
Morgan Rice has come up with what promises to be another brilliant series, immersing us in a fantasy of trolls and dragons, of
valor, honor, courage, magic and faith in your destiny. Morgan has managed again to produce a strong set of characters that make
us cheer for them on every page.…Recommended for the permanent library of all readers that love a well-written fantasy.” --Books
and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding Rise of the Dragons) “[The novel] succeeds—right from the start…. A superior
fantasy…It begins, as it should, with one protagonist's struggles and moves neatly into a wider circle of knights, dragons, magic and
monsters, and destiny.…All the trappings of high fantasy are here, from soldiers and battles to confrontations with self….A
recommended winner for any who enjoy epic fantasy writing fueled by powerful, believable young adult protagonists.” --Midwest
Book Review, D. Donovan, eBook Reviewer (regarding Rise of the Dragons)
Dead Reckoning and The Last Chance are two historical novels of murder and revenge from Spur Award-winning author Mike
Blakely, offered together at one low price Dead Reckoning After a botched confidence scam, swindler Dee Hassard begins a
killing spree that covers half the Colorado Territory. His first victim is the brother of rustler-turned-preacher Carrol Moncrief, who
falls back on his former outlaw savvy to track the murderer. In the final reckoning, either the preacher or the killer will go to his
dusty death. Last Chance Ross Caldwell is on the run from the Army and from his wife, pursued by bitter enemies from the Civil
War. In Last Chance Gulch in the gritty Montana gold country, Caldwell finds refuge behind a sheriff’s badge, and passion in the
arms of a sultry madam. His bloody past catches up with him when the town’s stagecoach turns out to be run by the murderous
ex-soldier who’s sworn to plant Caldwell six feet deep . . . and when his wife comes looking for him as well. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The world is a fraught place for the contemporary female. This title is a book for women who never got around to perfecting the art
of domestic divinity but would quite like to be able to cook supper for six without having a nervous breakdown.
From Pulitzer Prize finalist Ben Montgomery, the story of a Texas man who, during the Great Depression, walked around the world
-- backwards. Like most Americans at the time, Plennie Wingo was hit hard by the effects of the Great Depression. When the bank
foreclosed on his small restaurant in Abilene, he found himself suddenly penniless with nowhere left to turn. After months of
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struggling to feed his family on wages he earned digging ditches in the Texas sun, Plennie decided it was time to do something
extraordinary -- something to resurrect the spirit of adventure and optimism he felt he'd lost. He decided to walk around the world -backwards. In The Man Who Walked Backward, Pulitzer Prize finalist Ben Montgomery charts Plennie's backwards trek across the
America that gave rise to Woody Guthrie, John Steinbeck, and the New Deal. With the Dust Bowl and Great Depression as a
backdrop, Montgomery follows Plennie across the Atlantic through Germany, Turkey, and beyond, and details the daring physical
feats, grueling hardships, comical misadventures, and hostile foreign police he encountered along the way. A remarkable and
quirky slice of Americana, The Man Who Walked Backward paints a rich and vibrant portrait of a jaw-dropping period of history.
L.A. shoe designer, Maddie Springer, lives her life by three rules: Fashion. Fashion. Fashion. But when she stumbles upon the
work of a brutal killer, her life takes an unexpected turn from Manolos to murder. And things only get worse when her boyfriend
disappears - along with $20 million in embezzled funds - and her every move is suddenly under scrutiny by the LAPD's sexiest
cop. With the help of her post-menopausal bridezilla of a mother, a 300 pound psychic and one seriously oversexed best friend,
Maddie finds herself stepping out of her stilettos and onto the trail of a murderer. But can she catch a killer before the killer catches
up to her.
New York Times and USA Today Bestselling series! L.A. shoe designer Maddie Springer hasn't seen her father since he
reportedly ran off to Las Vegas with a showgirl named Lola. So she's shocked when he leaves a desperate plea for help on her
answering machine—ending in a loud bang. Gunshot? Car backfire? Never one to leave her curiosity unsatisfied, Maddie straps on
her stilettos and, along with her trigger-happy best friend, makes tracks for Sin City in search of her MIA dad. Maddie hits the
jackpot, all right. She finds not only her dad, but also a handful of aging drag queens, an organized crime ring smuggling fake
Prada pumps, and one relentless killer. Plus, it seems the LAPD's sexiest cop is doing a little Vegas moonlighting of his own. In a
town where odds are everything, Maddie bets it all on her ability to out-step a vicious murderer. She just hopes her gamble pays
off…before her own luck runs out. Other Books in the High Heels Series: #1 Spying in High Heels #2 Killer in High Heels #3
Undercover in High Heels #3.5 Christmas in High Heels (short story) #4 Alibi in High Heels #5 Mayhem in High Heels #5.5
Honeymoon in High Heels (short story) #5.75 Sweetheart in High Heels (novella) #6 Fearless in High Heels #7 Danger in High
Heels #8 Homicide in High Heels #9 Deadly in High Heels What critics are saying about Killer in High Heels: "This amusing
whodunit scores big. Maddie's winning return, with her bold comical voice and knack for thinking fast on her strappy slingbacks,
will elicit cheers from fans of the growing chick mystery field." ~ Publishers' Weekly "Blending romance and humor, Maddie and
her madcap friends are an enjoyable treat." ~ Parkersburg Sentinel "Readers who crave light mystery mixed with romance will love
this book!" ~ Fresh Fiction "KILLER IN HIGH HEELS is 'packing' with action, hilarity, danger, almost-sex, and fashion wows and
woes. Gemma Halliday gives the reader nothing but pure indulgence and fabulous fun!" ~ Once Upon a Romance "This is a firstrate, humorous mystery and one you can't help but grin and giggle all the way through." ~ Romance Reader at Heart "KILLER IN
HIGH HEELS is a humorous, delectable romp you won't want to miss!" ~ Romance Junkies
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We are in the midst of a blood pressure crisis. Nearly 70 million Americans have been diagnosed with hypertension and just 56
percent of them have it under control. Another 51 million (30 percent of the population) have prehypertension. Hypertension is
responsible for 69 percent of first heart attacks and 77 percent of first strokes. But there is good news: High blood pressure is very
responsive to lifestyle changes. And the more changes you make, the greater your results. Lower Your Blood Pressure Naturally
by Sari Harrar provides readers with a comprehensive lifestyle plan. Readers will follow the Power Mineral Diet, which centers on
13 delicious powerful blood pressure-lowering foods, along with an easy, doable exercise program that combines the proven
effectiveness of cardio, strength training, and yoga on blood pressure. Not only do these methods help lower blood pressure on
their own, they promote fast, sustainable weight loss, which has an independent blood pressure-lowering effect. With daily meal
plans, flavorful, versatile spice blends, 50 recipes, plus Power Mineral smoothies and desserts, the plan proves that a hearthealthy diet need not be bland or boring. Lower Your Blood Pressure Naturally offers one of the easiest and most effective ways to
conquer hypertension yet.
Paul “Rocky” Cody’s destiny was laid out for him before he was born. And on the slopes of the Appalachian Mountains in eastern
Kentucky, the name Cody means family, and loyalty. But over the years, it has also become synonymous with legends of devil
dogs with black fur and yellow eyes; the Appalachian Hellhound, spurring the evolution of the Hellhounds Motorcycle Club. When
Rocky’s leadership is needed in Michigan, he decides to stay, serving as Vice President for a chapter badly in need of
reorganization. Pouring himself into the role, he gives the Marysville Hellhounds his loyalty, his blood, and most importantly, his
name. But at forty-two, he’s never had a thing to call his own. Sunny Anderson was broken a long time ago, but at thirty, she’s
managed to pick up the pieces and start over… again. All she wants is a little peace and quiet for her and her daughter, the only
thing she’s got left. She finds her solace in a little bungalow, surrounded by trees and abandoned farmland. But something more
sinister lurks close by, something that will send Sunny on a collision course with the Hellhounds. Forced to stand her ground when
the Hellhounds come knocking, she soon finds out that she’s got a part in the events that begin to play out. And Rocky can’t stay
away from the fierce little woman in the woods, especially when his own family legends begin to take form. Thrown together,
Sunny and Rocky must find a way to navigate their pasts together so that maybe, just maybe, they can have a future.
After completing the mysterious test to become a Grand Magi with her shandar, Jerdone, Zandreena was looking forward to
peaceful years of studying to perfect her magic. But fate and a prophecy of old made her leave her home and led her to an
adventure and eventful encounter with the fearless Ash’len, the spiritual Danica, and the proud thief Ren, all of whom would play a
role in her journey to finding the Orb of the Magi. This immense duty placed in the hands of this young Grand Magi was not
welcomed by everyone, and she had to protect not only her life and her friends’ but also her very mission to locate the orb. With
the land stripped of its grandeur and serenity due to wars and dark magic, these young men and women must stay together, fight
for their lives, and believe that fate would direct them to saving mankind.
This volume comprises a comprehensive manual for farriers and veterinarians. This text was originally intended for three classes
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of readers: for the horse-owners who may interest themselves in the subject, for farriers looking to develop their shoeing, and for
veterinary students who have to be examined. Despite its age, much of the information contained herein is timeless, and will still
be of considerable value to modern readers. The chapters of this book include: 'Form and Action of the Foot', 'Preparation of Hood
for Shoeing', 'Foals and Unshod Feet', 'The Form and Manufacture of Shoes', 'Selection of a Shoe', 'Fitting and Application of
Shoes', 'On Roughing', 'Injuries Resulting from Shoeing', 'Shoeing Bad Feet', etcetera. We are proud to be republishing this
antique book now complete with a new introduction on the care and management of horses.
The face of autism is changing. And more often than we realize, that face is wearing lipstick. Autism in Heels, an intimate memoir,
reveals the woman inside one of autism’s most prominent figures, Jennifer O'Toole. At the age of thirty-five, Jennifer was
diagnosed with Asperger's syndrome, and for the first time in her life, things made sense. Now, Jennifer exposes the constant
struggle between carefully crafted persona and authentic existence, editing the autism script with wit, candor, passion, and power.
Her journey is one of reverse-self-discovery not only as an Aspie but--more importantly--as a thoroughly modern woman. Beyond
being a memoir, Autism in Heels is a love letter to all women. It’s a conversation starter. A game changer. And a firsthand account
of what it is to walk in Jennifer's shoes (especially those iconic red stilettos). Whether it's bad perms or body image, sexuality or
self-esteem, Jennifer's is as much a human journey as one on the spectrum. Because autism "looks a bit different in pink," most
girls and women who fit the profile are not identified, facing years of avoidable anxiety, eating disorders, volatile relationships, selfharm, and stunted independence. Jennifer has been there, too. Autism in Heels takes that message to the mainstream. From her
own struggles and self-discovery, she has built an empire of empowerment, inspiring women the world over to realize they aren't
mistakes. They are misunderstood miracles.
Democratic congressman Paul Latham's candidacy for Secretary of State ends in an uproar when he is accused of sexual
harassment by a woman who winds up dead
From the Agatha Award-Winning Author of Dying In Style Every job has its pluses and minuses. Josie Marcus gets to shoe-shopbut she also must deal with men like Mel Poulaine, who's too interested in handling women's feet. Soon Josie's been hired by
Mel's boss to mystery-shop the store, but one step leads to another and Josie finds herself in St. Louis's seedy underbelly. Caught
up in a web of crime, Josie hopes against hope that she won't end up murdered in Manolos.
Backwards and in Heels ? women in film and their struggle against bias "After all, Ginger Rogers did everything that Fred Astaire
did. She just did it backwards and in high heels" - Ann Richards Women in film since the beginning: Women have been
instrumental in the success of American cinema since its very beginning. One of the first people to ever pick up a motion picture
camera was a woman; as was the first screenwriter to win two Academy Awards, the inventor of the boom microphone and the
first person to be credited with the title Film Editor. Throughout the entire history of Hollywood women have been revolutionizing,
innovating, and shaping how we make movies. Yet their stories are rarely shared. The first women directors: This is what film
reporter Alicia Malone wants to change. Backwards and in Heels tells the history of women in film in a different way, with stories
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about incredible ladies who made their mark throughout each era of Hollywood. From the first women directors, to the iconic movie
stars, and present day activists. Each of these stories are inspiring accomplishments of women, and they also highlight the specific
obstacles women have had to face. Backwards and in Heels combines research and exclusive interviews with influential women
and men working in Hollywood today, such as Geena Davis, J.J. Abrams, Ava DuVernay, Octavia Spencer, America Ferrera, Paul
Feig and many more, as well as film professors, historians and experts. Time to level the playing field: Think of Backwards and in
Heels as a guidebook, your entry into the complex world of women in film. Join Alicia Malone as she champions Hollywood women
of the past and present, and looks to the future with the hopes of leveling out the playing field.
This smart and frank collection distills the trials and triumphs of being a woman, all in a gifty volume filled with whimsical fullcolor
illustrations. In 15 subject-driven chapters relevant to women of all ages, authors Tania Kindersley and Sarah Vine's essays cover
topics ranging from feminism to face cream, motherhood to money, and politics to perfection. Titles like “The Danger of Romantic
Love,” “Why There is No Such Thing as a Guilt-Free Working Mother,” “How Not to Go Mad,” parts 1 and 2, and “Why There is
No Excuse for Bad Sex” develop into a tuned and sophisticated voice that is at once a mother, best friend, and shrink, revising
expectations, bashing stereotypes, and illuminating the experience of life. This is the ultimate sophisticated gift for any woman of
any age. Both young and old will find familiarity in the admonitions, recollections, and powerful advice of two writers who have
done it all. This “brilliant feat of realism,” so called by the Sunday Times Magazine, gently guides the way without claiming to have
all the answers.
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: THE ITALIAN’S PREGNANT
CINDERELLA By Caitlin Crews Billionaire Cristiano can’t get the unexpectedly innocent Julienne out of his head. He’s sure
another night together will cure him…until her bombshell destroys his fiercely controlled life! Because his one-time Cinderella is
carrying the next Cassara heir… KIDNAPPED FOR HIS ROYAL HEIR By Maya Blake Determined to claim his child, Zak demands
pregnant Violet meet him at the altar. And when she refuses? This powerful prince will keep Violet a willing captive on his private
Caribbean island until she says I do! HIS GREEK WEDDING NIGHT DEBT By Michelle Smart Theo has one goal: seeking
vengeance on his runaway bride! Yet, Theo can’t escape their past…or the intense connection that spectacularly reignites. Will this
tycoon be tempted to re-write the rules of his revenge? A SCANDAL MADE IN LONDON By Lucy King Kate is mortified when
billionaire Theo discovers her secret dating profile. Yet she can’t resist his tantalising offer to introduce her to pleasure beyond her
wildest imagination! But the biggest scandal of all is yet to happen… Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ April 2020 Box Set 1
of 2!
Sooner or later, it happens to everyone: getting older. Some do it gracefully, others less so, but no one is immune to wrinkles and
grey hair creeping up, seemingly overnight. And once they're there, they're hard to shift. Helena Frith Powell, fashion and lifestyle
journalist extraordinaire didn't even want to think about surrender.
Hailed as 'the greatest cabaret artist of [his] generation' in the New Yorker, Justin Vivian Bond makes a brilliant literary debut with
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this candid and hilarious novella-length memoir. With a recent diagnosis of attention deficit disorder and news that Bond's first
lover from childhood has been imprisoned for impersonating an undercover police officer, Bond recalls in vivid detail his coming-ofage as a trans kid. With inimitable style, Bond raises issues about LBGTQ adolescence, homophobia, parenting and sexuality,
while being utterly entertaining.
Based on extensive biographical, psychological, and political research and analysis, noted political psychologist Stanley Renshon
follows Obama’s presidency through the first two years. He digs into the question of who is the real Obama and assesses the
advantages and limitations that he brings to the presidency. These questions cannot be answered without recourse to
psychological analysis. And they cannot be answered without psychological knowledge of presidential leadership and the
presidency itself. Renshon explains that Obama’s ambition has been fueled by a desire for redemption—his own, that of his
parents, and ultimately for the country he now leads, which has enormous consequences for his choices as president of a
politically divided America.
"To say that Babs has been my closest friend for sixteen years is rather like saying that Einstein was good at sums. We were
blood sisters from the age of eleven (before my mother prized the razor out of Babs's hand)." But now Babs, noisy and as fun as a
day at the beach, is getting married. And Natalie Miller, twenty-seven, senior press officer for the London Ballet, panics. What
happens when your best friend pledges everlasting love to someone else? It doesn't help that Nat is dating a guy named Saul
Bowcock. As the confetti flutters, her good-girl veneer cracks, and she falls into an alluringly unsuitable affair that spins her crazily
out of control. Nat is on the rebound and allergic to the truth—about Babs's relationship, her boyfriend's ambition, her parents'
divorce, and her golden-boy brother's little Australian secret. Her mother's lasagna and her roommate Andy's fuzzy slippers are
also monstrous affronts. But what Nat really needs to face is the mirror—and herself . . . . Wickedly witty and refreshingly honest,
Running in Heels is a hilarious look at the lies we tell ourselves—and the unwanted truths that only our best friends can tell us.
For the first time ever, entrepreneur, designer, and TV star Kristin Cavallari shares how she juggles all facets of her busy life with
style and grace. From outlining health and wellness, food, fitness, fashion, and her success as a businesswoman to more private
matters of family, motherhood, and her relationship with her husband, NFL quarterback Jay Cutler, Kristin leaves no stone
unturned to give fans of Laguna Beach and The Hills all of the answers they’ve been looking for. Tracing her journey from reality
stardom to real life—the good, the bad, and the ugly—Kristin digs down to the most personal of relationships in her life and
discusses how they made her who she is today. She also talks about the amazing effects of her healthy diet and exercise, which
have made Kristin and her family the happiest and healthiest they’ve ever been. Kristin shares the family’s favorite recipes and
even reveals how her food philosophy has drastically improved Jay’s type 1 diabetes. Balancing in Heels is a behind-the-scenes,
in-depth look at who the real Kristin Cavallari is—unscripted.
Object Lessons is a series of short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary things. Fetishized, demonized,
celebrated, and outlawed, the high heel is central to the iconography of modern womanhood. But are high heels good? Are they
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feminist? What does it mean for a woman (or, for that matter, a man) to choose to wear them? Meditating on the labyrinthine
nature of sexual identity and the performance of gender, High Heel moves from film to fairytale, from foot binding to feminism, and
from the golden ratio to glam rock. Summer Brennan considers this most provocative of fashion accessories as a nexus of desire
and struggle, sex and society, violence and self expression, setting out to understand what it means to be a woman by walking a
few hundred years in her shoes. Object Lessons is published in partnership with an essay series in The Atlantic.
New York Times, and USA Today Bestselling series! "Gemma Halliday's Maddie Springer is like the west coast version of Janet
Evanovich's Stephanie Plum - only more stylish!" - LG Book Club Baguettes, bodies, and haute couture galore! Shoe designer
turned amateur sleuth, Maddie Springer, is at it again, this time in fabulously fashionable Paris. When Europe's designer de jour,
Jean Luc LeCroix, invites Maddie to show her creations at Paris Fashion Week, Maddie's sure she's died and gone to heaven.
That is until Jean Luc's top model is found dead on the runway, stabbed with a familiar stiletto heel. Sure someone is trying to
frame her, Maddie enlists the help of her friends, including the sexy Detective Jack Ramirez, to uncover a daring jewel heist, a
devious blackmailer, and even a few skeletons lurking in the closets of those closest to her. But as the evidence mounts, Maddie
becomes the prime suspect and Ramirez is stuck between a badge and a cute blonde with a tendency for trouble. Will he stand by
her as she attempts to track down an international killer, or will this be the case that finally comes between them? One thing's for
sure, if Maddie doesn't uncover the real killer soon, she may be saying her final adieu. Other Books in the High Heels Series: #1
Spying in High Heels #2 Killer in High Heels #3 Undercover in High Heels #3.5 Christmas in High Heels (short story) #4 Alibi in
High Heels #5 Mayhem in High Heels #5.5 Honeymoon in High Heels (short story) #5.75 Sweetheart in High Heels (novella) #6
Fearless in High Heels #7 Danger in High Heels #8 Homicide in High Heels #9 Deadly in High Heels What critics are saying about
Alibi in High Heels: "ALIBI IN HIGH HEELS is a clever and stylish addition to Gemma Halliday's laughter-infused Maddie Springer
series." - Chicago Tribune "Halliday is on top of her game, and readers will love Maddie's new adventure." - Booklist "If you're in
the mood for a fun, fast, easy read cozy, you can’t go wrong with ALIBI IN HIGH HEELS! I wasn’t just a reader, I was truly along
for the ride. Gemma Halliday has created a delightful reluctant sleuth!" - Futures Mystery Anthology Magazine "I started ALIBI IN
HIGH HEELS around 2 pm and read non stop until 11 pm when I finished it. The writing was so engaging and so fun that I did not
want to put this book down. This is a 5 star book that I HIGHLY recommend to Janet Evanovich fans who are looking for a new
author to try that they will LOVE!!! ALIBI IN HIGH HEELS is the best book that I have read in a while, and I can't wait to read more
books by Gemma Halliday." - Fresh Fiction "Maddie Springer is like a cross between Paris Hilton and Stephanie Plum, only better.
The dialogue is snappy and the suspense beautifully interwoven with Ms. Halliday’s unique humor. This is one HIGH HEEL you’ll
want to try on again and again " - Romance Junkies
Stewart believes that it is possible to be successful, sexy, and balanced in life. Based upon those women who have succeeded
and her firsthand knowledge, she creates a guide for all entrepreneurial women to achieve what they desire in life.
“A careful, in-depth account of Ambassador Faith Whittlesey’s time both in and outside of Washington . . . a pioneer for women in
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politics” (American Swiss Foundation). “Ginger Rogers did everything that Fred Astaire did,” so the saying goes, “but she did it
backwards and in high heels.” Faith Whittlesey popularized this quotation during the 1980s, and many attribute the line to her. In
this book, the life and career of Faith Whittlesey gives concrete meaning to the quotation. Raised in western New York State by
highly motivated Irish-American parents of limited means, she worked to reach an eminent position as Ronald Reagan’s
ambassador to Switzerland—twice—and to serve as the highest-ranking woman on Reagan’s White House staff from 1983–1985.
There, she occupied the West Wing office soon to be Hillary Clinton’s, and as a widow since 1974 with three children, provided a
female influence of her own to presidential culture well before it was fashionable. After leaving government service, Whittlesey
practiced private-sector diplomacy, serving from 1989 as Chairman and then Emeritus of the American Swiss Foundation,
organizing several private high-level delegations to visit China, and participating, both publicly and at times “behind the scenes,”
in discussion of the most significant public policy issues of recent decades. This book “tells the story of the political career of a
remarkable and sometimes polarizing political figure,” who despite daunting obstacles, was able to achieve exceptional influence,
then use her position for the furtherance of common good (The Philadelphia Inquirer).
"This book vividly captures vital and imaginative lessons from one of the most influential and joyous traditions of contemporary
actor training. Any actor or teacher, who is devoted to the transformational power of the theatre, will want to return to these pages
again and again, finding in them not only the work to be done, but also the inspiration to do it." James Bundy - Dean, Yale School
of Drama; Artistic Director, Yale Repertory Theatre Movement training techniques allow actors to acquire the physical body
language and non-verbal skills to clearly express the ideas and emotions of their characters. The techniques contained in this
book help actors to develop awareness of their own natural posture, walk and rhythm, release the physical imagination and
transform into the characters they are portraying, on stage, in film or on television. Movement Training for Actors provides a
practical workbook approach to the core fundamentals of movement, fusing together the work of the key practitioners: Sigurd
Leeder, Kurt Jooss, Rudolf Laban, Trish Arnold, Litz Pisk, F. M. Alexander, Moshé Feldenkrais, Jerzy Growtowski, Jacques Lecoq
and Belinda Quirey. Chapters include Games, Pure Movement, Historical Dance, Acrobatics and Animal Study. The book is
illustrated with photographs throughout and contains a DVD featuring over an hour of movement exercises further demonstrating
the techniques. Movement Training for Actors is a masterclass on movement written by experienced coach, Jackie Snow and a
culmination of her many years of teaching and coaching professionals. The highly practical approach will suit actors of all abilities
as well as serving as an inspirational teaching guide.
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